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concessions nor any concessions upon the basis of repre-
sentative principles—which it is impossible for us to carry
to any logical conclusion—can touch those psychological
and economic roots of ' Indian unrest ' which have been
traced to their deepest fibre by the Special Correspondent1
of The Times. We must depend in the future for the
discharge of our task upon that which, from the beginning,
has been the only justification of our rule—the beneficence
of an impartial, peaceful, constructive administration.
As- the late Charles Pearson said, ' For one war we have
waged in India, we have prevented twenty/ We and we
alone still stand between India and war, plunder, anarchy,
upon an unexampled scale. Our business is to make that
administration still more vigorous and vigilant for pro-
gressive and repressive purposes alike—to rule India in
no conventional spirit ; to rule it even more than hitherto
for the practical good and the mental development of its
humbler majority, and less for the advantage either of
Brahmins or moneylenders. We must do this not only in
a real temper, but in the quite obvious temper, lately lacking,
of unhesitating and unflinching determination to hold our
own."
But about ten years later the inherent weakness of the
position created by the Morley-Minto Reforms was exposed
by Mr. Edwin Montagu and Lord Chelmsford in the following
terms :
" We must make up our minds either to rule ourselves
or to let the people rule : there is no half-way house, except
of course on the highway of deliberate transition. At
present we are doing neither. We are trying to govern
by concession, and each successive concession has the air
of being wrung from us. We keep public business going
by bargaining and negotiation ; not, however, the healthy
bargaining of the market-place, but a steady yielding to
assaults which always leave some bitterness behind on both
sides. , . . The reforms which followed his (Curzon's)
regime brought in a power of challenge and obstruction—
1 Sir Valentine Chirol.

